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Introduction

• The 4IR brought a wealth of new, digital and disruptive technology interventions to change the way societies and industries operate, 

engage and advance.

• This will likely bring in the creation of new employment opportunities and renewed focus on jobs with employment shortages.

• It is critical that we empower our workforce to access the requirements and opportunities that this transformation brings. 

• With South African context of significant unemployment, 4IR interventions must account for retaining the functionality of the 

workforce and avoiding job displacements, also be used to enable development of low-skilled workers to conduct skilled work and 

create a workforce for the future. 

• There is a need for innovative skills development to manage the potential impact.

• The CSIR Learning Factory (LF) was established to support South African industries in acquiring the skills needed to maximise the 

benefits of the 4IR.  
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Problem statement

• Challenges

– Unemployment – over 50% youth unemployment

– Misalignment of skills to what the job requirements are in the industry

– Literacy levels 
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Problem Statement 

• Opportunities

- Intervention to address suitable skills development

- Implement systems that support low-skilled labour to perform skilled work

- Focus on competency development – Just in Time Learning

- Use technology to support the training process

- Collaboration – Industry, Academia, Government
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CSIR Learning Factory:

4IR Training and Skills 

Development Interventions

An  evolving state-of-the-art training 
facility that provides ongoing relevant 
occupation-directed training 
programmes and facilities for Industry

Where Technology Builds People!

CSIR Learning Factory

Modular 

Design

Industry 

Interface

Just in Time 

Learning

Customisable Scalable
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Purpose

• Demonstrator of 4IR Technologies 

• Industry touch points 

• Research contributions

• Opportunities 

• Build and Leverage Human Capital

• Training on 4IR technologies

• Use of 4IR technologies to train 

• Applied to introductory training, upskilling and reskilling 

• Support Research and Innovation across CSIR and Industry 

• 4IR benchmarking, assessments and road mapping 

• Reference model for LF implementation at TVETs 

• Product development for 4IR training applications  

• De-risking 4IR technologies

• Industry consulting 

Outcome

To provide an environment which facilitates skills development and innovation applied to 

the Research, Design, Implementation and Operation of 4IR technologies 

Learning Factory Overview

Awareness of 4IR in SA context

Enable workforce readiness 

Leverage opportunities in the 4IR 
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Learning Factory Training Output

Training on 

an online 

eLearning 

platform

LF Educational Pillars

Practical 

interaction 

with 4IR 

technologies
(modular)

Hand-on 

experience 

with 4IR 

technologies

Real-world 

simulation of 

the 4IR 

technologies

Theory Practical Application Experience

4IR Technologies
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Theoretical Training (Online)

MODULE 1 - Welcome and introduction

MODULE 2 - The 4IR and Industry 4.0 - the South African context

•So what is the 4IR?

•What is the difference between the 4IR and Industry 4.0?

•South Africa's 4IR Strategy

•The Centre for the Fourth Industrial Revolution South Africa (C4IR SA)

•Your organisation's 4IR Strategy

MODULE 3 - Technologies of Industry 4.0

•(In depth content on AI, Machine Learning, Additive Manufacturing, Big Data, etc, sourced from an external training provider, Practeria)

•4IR Technology implementation in your organisation

MODULE 4 - Applications of the 4IR in South Africa

•The application of 4IR technologies and methods to solve problems

•The National Ventilator Project

•A security surveillance camera and alerting system that uses AI to identify threats

•"Dassie", a vineyard robot (smart sensors, big data and data analytics)

•A combined face, body and number recognition system for access control and surveillance

•4IR Applications in your environment

MODULE 5 - 4IR challenges and opportunities for South Africa

•The Future of Work

•The Learning Factory

•4IR skills needs within your organisation

•4IR Baseline Assessment

•Concluding Remarks
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Practical Training

• 10 stations: Introductory-level competency development in 4IR technologies

• Training is modular – focusing on enabling Just-in-Time learning

Welding inspection App to assist 

with training 

Augmented Reality overlay of brake pad 

installation process
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Human-Centred Application Cells

Collaborative 

robots

Industry  -

Partnered Cell

Virtual and 

augmented 

reality

Automated System → Quality checks 

Human in the loop → Flexibility and Agility 
Enabler for supporting low-skilled labour to perform skilled work 
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Learning Factory Video
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Industry Partnered LF Linkages with other 4IR Structures 

for National and International support

C4IRSA

Global WEF C4IR

4IR Policy Frameworks, 

Local and Global 

Networks

4IR Skills Development  

and Innovation

CSIR 

Master  

IPLF

International Association for 

LFs

TVET colleges  LFs

TVET colleges  LFs

TVET colleges  LFs
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Operational Model for Industry-partnered LFs

for TVET colleges

EXPECTED OUTCOMES :

• Improved partnerships with industry and 

universities

• A consistent up-to-date curriculum that is 

aligned with industry needs and international 

trends.

• An  evolving state-of-the-art training facility 

that provides ongoing relevant occupation-

directed training programmes.

• Experienced educators with latest knowledge 

of industry practices and technologies.

• Enhanced workplace-based learning.

• Effective entrepreneurship culture.

• Economic revitalization of townships and rural 

areas.

• Technological Localization

• Enhanced absorption of students into the 

ecosystem.

• Skilled workforce and enhanced 

transformation.

• Improved image of TVET Colleges

Lectures/Trainer 

quality

Curriculum and 

qualifications
Innovation and 

entrepreneurship

Industry partnership

IPLFs

Practical training

Training 

infrastructure
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Closing Remark

• The unemployment rate in South Africa is increasing and is at an all-time high. An intervention is needed to address suitable skills

development as improper skills have been identified as one of the reasons for this

• Much of the workforce in South Africa is considered low-skilled and illiterate. Technology interventions need to enable the low-skilled

workforce to perform skilled work

• An opportunity lies in creating competencies in 4IR technologies as well as using 4IR technologies to create competencies

• The CSIR Learning Factory is a collaborative platform established to support skills development and innovation, leveraging

opportunities of the 4IR in South Africa.

• To date, the platform has yielded introductory modules to create awareness of the 4IR in South Africa, as well as practical stations, 

application cells, and experience centres to support practical competency development in a modular and customisable manner. 

• The CSIR Learning Factory also serves as a reference model or facility for technical vocational education and training (TVET) 

colleges to support them regarding critical technical and digital skills to contribute to the employability of the local workforce and 

enhancement of the quality of job profiles.
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